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Osteoarthritis is the fourth leading cause of disability affecting more than 300 million people around the
globe. In this disease, chondrocytes responsible for the growth and maintenance of articular joints start
to deplete due to the rogue involvement of phosphoinositide 3-kinase, protein kinase-B and p38 mitogenactivated protein kinases. Presently, there are medications providing symptomatic treatment, however,
they cannot thwart the progression of osteoarthritis. Natural compounds can rejuvenate injured tissues,
averting inflammation and can be useful for treating osteoarthritis. The present study was conducted
to obtain inhibitors using natural compounds for phosphoinositide 3-kinase/protein kinase-B/mitogenactivated protein kinases implicated in the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis. Results revealed that out of
1541 natural compounds, cordycepin and geraniol formed an inhibitory interaction with these kinases.
Moreover, these compounds down regulated important inflammatory markers (DNA methyltransferase 1,
cluster of differentiation 74 and ETS proto-oncogene 1) and increased the expression of glutamate-cysteine
ligase catalytic, FAM111 trypsin like peptidase A, secreted frizzled related protein 1 and ferritin light chain
genes implicated in the survival of chondrocytes. The absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion,
toxicity and lethal dose prediction studies showed that cordycepin has appropriate pharmacokinetics
and low acute toxicity level, whereas geraniol has high toxicity level and efficient pharmacokinetic
profile. Our study provided a preliminary insight that cordycepin and geraniol are capable inhibitors of
phosphoinositide 3-kinase/protein kinase-B/mitogen-activated protein kinases and can be lead compounds
in osteoarthritis therapy.
Key words: Natural compounds, osteoarthritis, kinases, virtual screening, absorption, distribution,
metabolism, excretion, toxicity, in silico, gene expression

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic degenerative condition
in which joint cartilages cushioning the underlying bones
start to break down leading to mobility impairment[1].
The clinical manifestations of OA range from stiffness,
numbness or weakness over time in legs and arms,
joint instability and deformity, chronic pain and
narrowing of joint spaces[2-4]. It is the fourth prevalent
musculoskeletal condition and its risk increases with
age and commonly affects the elderly (age group >65)
[5,6]
. According to lancet commission report, about 7 %
of people worldwide are affected by this disease[7].
The areas affected by OA are hips, hands, knees
and spine, whereas risk factors include joint injury,
aging, genetic factors and obesity. The line of therapy
exploited for OA include glucosamine and chondroitin
sulfate, aerobic exercise, acupuncture, weight loss,
anti-inflammatory medications reduce pain, stiffness
and replacement surgery, which ameliorates the quality
of life[8-10]. The current therapeutic intervention only
alleviates symptoms but cannot avert the progression

of OA that is causing an economic burden of over 60
billion dollars annually in the United States[8].
The molecular mechanism of OA pathogenesis is still
in its infancy stages, but thanks to elaborate signaling
pathways, scientists have identified key molecular
targets that result in chondrocyte dedifferentiation and
apoptosis.
Three molecular targets such as Phosphoinositide
3 Kinase (PI3K), Protein Kinase-B (AKT) and p38
Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinases (MAPK) are a group
of kinases which are implicated in cell proliferation,
differentiation,
growth,
survival,
intracellular
trafficking, metabolism, motility and inflammation[11-13].
In OA, miscommunication between these proteins
occurs, which instigates the activation of PI3K/AKT/
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MAPK pathway. This pathway is responsible for
regulating inflammation and apoptotic activity in
chondrocytes. Aberrant cellular signaling activates the
expression of PI3K and AKT, which in turn stimulates
the activity of apoptotic proteins (B-Cell Lymphoma
Protein 2 (BCL-2), Bcl-2-Associated X Protein (BAX)
and caspases), whereas inflammatory event conspired
by MAP kinases leads to the degeneration and apoptosis
of articular cartilages and prevent the repair of wornout cartilages in the joints[11].
PI3K/AKT/MAPK pathway is considered an attractive
target to prevent chondrocytes degradation, prolong
their survival and avert dedifferentiation to promote
tissue rehabilitation in OA. In this research article we
explored the role of natural compounds for this pathway
to acquire potential inhibitors for treating OA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Acquisition of ligands and receptors:
The protein targets involved in the degeneration of
chondrocytes are PI3K (Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID:
1E7V), AKT (PDB ID: 3O96) and MAPK (PDB ID:
3FMK) were salvaged from PBD and refined with
Galaxy Web Database[14]. A total of 1541 medicinal
compounds were randomly selected and downloaded
from Natural Product Activity and Species Source
(NPASS) database[15] and subsequently prepared with
discovery studio 2020 software for virtual interaction
studies.
Virtual screening and docking validation:
The interaction of ligands with considered receptors
was determined by PYRX 0.9 software[16]. The ligands
were aimed at the reported active site residues of these
receptors for interaction to obtain potential inhibitors
to disturb the degenerative pathway governed by these
proteins.
The docking parameters were optimized by defining
bounded ligands in the receptors as potential inhibitory
binding sites for ligand interaction, which was LY2
(active amino acids: TYR867, VAL882, ILE963 and
MET953) for PI3K, IQO for AKT (active amino acids:
TYR80, THR82, ILE84, SER205, LEU210, LEU264,
LYS268, VAL270, TYR272 and ASP292) and FMK
for MAPK (Active Amino acids: ALA51, THR106,
MET109 and LEU167). The same docking parameters
were applied to relock aboriginal ligands pre-bounded
to these receptors to validate this docking method.
1228

Lethal dose, adverse effects and Absorption,
Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion and Toxicity
(ADMET) prediction:
The lethal concentration of screened ligands were
confirmed with GUSAR database[17] that predicts acute
toxicity of compounds using canonical Simplified
Molecular-Input Line-Entry System (SMILES) of
compounds and with ADVERPred database[18], the
adverse effects of these compounds were recorded.
For ADMET properties, SwissADME[19] was used to
determine pharmacokinetics of screened compounds.
Gene expression studies:
Expression studies were conducted with DIGEP-Pred
database[20], which checks the activity of compounds by
analyzing the canonical SMILES of compounds on the
major gene targets. The canonical SMILES of screened
compounds were used to determine their chemical
behavior on potential gene targets of OA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structure-based-virtual screening method was exploited
in this study to determine the interaction of 1541
medicinal ligands against these receptors implicated
in degeneration of chondrocytes to expedite drug
discovery for OA. The docking method optimized for
this virtual screening successfully fixated aboriginal
ligands of these receptors in their original active site,
which allowed us to proceed with our virtual screening
analysis. From 1541 ligands, cordycepin (NPC229974)
and geraniol (NPC255042) established adequate
interaction with the reported active site residues of
PI3K, AKT and MAPK. The results of ligand interaction
with individual receptors are explained below.
Cordycepin established hydrogen bonds with
LYS833, ASP964 using hydroxyl functional groups
of deoxyribose sugar and amine group of adenosine
participated in forming single hydrogen bond with
VAL882 and hydrophobic (pi-alkyl and pi-pi)
interactions with TYR867. Geraniol formed a single
hydrogen bond with VAL822 using hydroxyl group,
whereas methyl group made hydrophobic (pi-alkyl)
interactions with PHE961, ILE963, TYR867 and
ILE879. The intermolecular energy required by these
ligands to establish chemical connections was -5.68
and -6.02 kcal/mol, respectively.
Hydroxyl group of deoxyribose and amine moiety of
adenosine of cordycepin participated in the formation
of hydrogen bonds with SER32, ALA51, LEU104,
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ASP168, ALA34 and LYS53. The same groups
also established hydrophobic interactions (p-alkyl)
with LEU167, VAL38 and LYS53. Geraniol used
hydroxy group to establish two hydrogen bonds with
LYS53 and ALA51 whereas methyl groups formed
hydrophobic (pi-alkyl and pi-sigma) interactions with
LEU75, LEU104, LEU171, ILE84 and PHE161. The
intermolecular energy recorded for these ligands was
-5.01 and -4.54 kcal/mol, respectively.
Cordycepin utilized hydroxyl and amine moieties to
form hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions (pialkyl and pi-anion) with LYS268, ILE290, SER205,
THR211, THR291 and TRP80, LEU264 and ASP292.
Similarly, geraniol exploited hydroxyl group to make
hydrogen bonds with THR291, ASN279 and TYR272,
whereas methyl group participated in hydrophobic
interactions (pi-alkyl and pi-sigma) with ILE84, TRP80
and TYR272. The binding energy reported by the
ligand’s interactions was -6.22 kcal/mol and -6.13 kcal/
mol, respectively (fig. 1 and Table 1).
The results from GUSAR database revealed that the
lethal dose of cordycepin predicted in rodent models
were 0,348 log 10 (mmol/kg) for intraperitoneal route,
0,625 log 10 (mmol/kg) for intravenous route, 1,005
and 0,474 log10 (mmol/kg) for oral and subcutaneous
route. Whereas for geraniol, the lethal dose was 0,634

log 10 (mmol/kg) for intraperitoneal route, 0,451 log
10 (mmol/kg) for intravenous route, 1,431 and 1,080
log 10 (mmol/kg) for oral and subcutaneous route.
Both compounds are class 5 chemicals in accordance
with Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) chemical classification manual.
ADVERPred database showed that cordycepin can
cause nephrotoxicity, hepatotoxicity and myocardial
infarction on overdose, whereas no such side effects
were seen for geraniol. SWISS-ADME analysis
reported that cordycepin had lipophilicity of -0.80
Log logarithm of n-octanol/water partition coefficient
(log Po/w) and has adequate water solubility. This
compound has high gastrointestinal absorption, no
Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) penetrative ability and
negligible affinity for Permeability Glycoprotein (PGP) substrate and Cytochrome P450 (CYP) variants.
It has skin penetration of -8.27 cm/s, drug likeness
qualities and bioavailability score of 0.55. Geraniol
has the lipophilicity of 2.78 log Po/w and possesses
high solubility in water. It has high gastrointestinal
absorption and BBB penetration. This compound has
no affinity for P-GP substrate and CYP variants and has
skin permeability of -4.71 cm/s. Lipinski drug ability
criteria was passed by this compound with no violations
and has a high bioavailability score of 0.55 (Table 2 and
Table 3).

Fig. 1: Chemical bonding of cordycepin with PI3K (1E7V); Note: (
Pi-Pi R-shaped; ( ): Alkyl; ( ): Pi-Alkyl

): van der Waals; (

): Conventional Hydrogen bond; (

):

TABLE 1: RESULTS OF VIRTUAL SCREENING AND DOCKING PROFILE OF SUCCESSFUL LIGANDS
Ligands
Cordycepin
Geraniol
Cordycepin
Geraniol
Cordycepin
Geraniol

Receptors (PDB Reported active
ID)
site
PI3k (1E7V)

TYR867, VAL882,
IIE963, MET953

P38 kinase
(3FMK)

ALA51, THR106,
MET109, LEU167

AKT1 protein
(3O96)

TYR80, TYR82,
IIE84, SER205,
LEU210, LEU264,
LYS268, VAL270
TYR272, ASP292
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Recorded
Intermolecular
hydrogen
energy (Kcal/
interaction
mol)
LYS833, VAL882,
-6.02
ASP964,
VAL882
-5.68
SER32, ASP34,
ALA51,LEU104,
-5.01
ASP168, LYS553
ALA51, LYS53
-6.02
SER205, THR211,
LYS268, ILE290,
-6.22
THR291
TYR272, ASN279,
-6.13
THR291
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Inhibition
constant (Ki)

LigRMSD
calculation (Å)

358.59 µM

1.54

639.16 µM

3.88

2.63 mM

1.3

5.83 mM

2.7

234.10 µM

2.95

398.27 µM

3.37
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TABLE 2: LETHAL DOSE AND ADVERSE EFFECTS PREDICTION OF SCREENED COMPOUNDS IN IN
SILICO MOUSE MODEL
No

Chemical
Side effects on
Compounds
classification
overdose

1

Cordycepin

Class 5

2

Geraniol

Class 5

Nephrotoxicity,
hepatotoxicity
and myocardial
infarction
No side effect

LD50 dose for LD50 dose for
LD50 dose for
LD50 dose for
intraperitoneal intra venous
oral route log subcutaneous route
route log 10
route log 10
10 (mmol/kg) log 10 (mmol/kg)
(mmol/kg)
(mmol/kg)
0,348

0,625

1,005

0,474

0,634

0,451

1,431

1,080

TABLE 3: ADMET RESULTS OF SCREENED COMPOUNDS
Pharmacokinetics
CYP1A2,
Water
CYP2C19,
Consensus solubility
Compound
GI
BBB
P-GP
CYP2C9,
Log Po/w
Log S
absorption permeant substrate
CYP2D6,
(ESOL)
CYP3A4
inhibitors
-1.25
Cordycepin
-0.8
(very
High
No
No
No
soluble)
-2.78
Geraniol
2.75
High
Yes
No
No
(soluble)

In order to explore the induced effect of these screened
compounds on major gene targets of OA, in silico-based
gene expression studies were performed with DIGEPPred database. It was observed that cordycepin down
regulated the expression of DNA Methyltransferase
1 (DNMT1) gene which is involved in provoking the
activity of Interleukin-1 beta (IL-1β) in human articular
chondrocytes[21] whereas up regulated the expression
of Secreted Frizzled Related Protein 1 (SFRP1) and
FAM111 Trypsin Like Peptidase A (FAM111A),
which prevents premature aging development of
OA by inhibiting WNT/Beta (β)-catenin pathway
and reduces Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) stress on
articular chondrocytes[22,23]. Alternatively, geraniol had
a down regulatory effect on Cluster of Differentiation
74 (CD74)[24] and ETS Proto-Oncogene 1 (ETS1)
genes[25], as both of them are implicated in instigating
exaggerated inflammatory response in OA and up
regulated Glutamate-Cysteine Ligase Catalytic (GCLC)
and Ferritin Light Chain (FTL) involved in reducing
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) and iron accumulation
in these cells[26,27] (Table 4).
Chondrocytes are highly specialized cells in particular
cartilages and are responsible for regulating tissue
homeostasis and extracellular matrix to sustain the
structure and function of major joints[28]. These cells
have cellular differentiation properties, as they convert
their cellular phenotypes back and forth to assist
the growth and maintenance of cartilages and bone
formation[29,30]. These differentiation properties depend
1230

Druglikeness
Log Kp (skin Lipinski’s Bioavailability
permeation) criteria
score

-8.27 cm/s

Yes: No
violations

0.55

-4.71 cm/s

Yes: No
violations

0.55

upon several key molecular factors which govern these
changes between cell types. However, in OA, exposure
of chondrocytes to some cellular agents such as IL1β, catenin, nitric oxide, transforming growth factorbeta, WNT3A, ROS, stress on ER and mitochondria,
PI3K, AKT and MAPK destroy their cellular integrity
by inducing dedifferentiation and then lead them
to apoptosis[11,31-33]. Following this event, causes
degradation of joint spaces which instigates friction
between bones, subsequently pain and reduced mobility
of joints. Presently, there are no concrete strategies to
reverse the chondrocytes dedifferentiation and prevent
their degradation to retard the OA progression.
Natural compounds provide effective solution to this
problem as they possess astounding capability to calm the
inflammation, articulate cellular behavior and promote
tissue rehabilitation[34-37]. Previously, some reports
indicated that natural compounds cause chondrocytes
differentiation and regulate molecular targets involved
in causing chondrocytes apoptosis[13,38-40]. In this study,
we made medicinal compounds as a possible lead
to discover potential inhibitors for OA. The targets
chosen for this study were PI3K, AKT and MAPK.
These kinases are involved in regulating differentiation,
apoptosis, proliferation and chondrocytes survival[11].
In OA, during inflammatory surge in particular
cartilages cause stress on ER and mitochondrial
machinery which collapses cellular functioning and
provoke ROS production[31]. Up regulation of ROS
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TABLE 4: EXPRESSION PROFILE OF SCREENED COMPOUNDS ON GENE TARGETS
No

Compounds

% Age down regulation/
up regulation
64.5

1

Cordycepin

93.7
68.1
64.4

2

Geraniol

55.3
89.8
75.8

Gene

Promotes the activity of IL-1β in human articular
chondrocytes
Prevents premature aging and development of
SFRP1 ↑
osteoarthritis by inhibiting WNT/β-catenin pathway
FAM111A ↑
Reduces cartilage endoplasmic reticulum stress
CD74 ↓
Exacerbates inflammation in cartilage end plates
Modulate the activation of proinflammatory
ETS1 ↓
cytokines.
GCLC ↑
Regulation of reactive oxygen species
FTL ↑
Iron detoxification in chondrocyte tissues
DNMT1 ↓

activates PI3K, AKT and MAPK which stimulates the
activity of p53 to stop the proliferation of chondrocytes
and induce apoptosis[41]. For this particular reason, we
randomly selected 1541 medicinal compounds from
NPASS database to determine the chemical nature of
these compounds against these kinases.
Our virtual screening analysis showed that cordycepin
and geraniol are promising ligands as they established
hydrogen bonds with the reported active site residues
of these receptors. Hydrogen bonding of compounds
brings disturbance in the structure and function of
protein target which ultimately leads to their inhibition
as evident from these studies[16,42-45]. Moreover, we also
determined the toxic side effects and lethal dose of these
compounds to ensure safety and dose calibration during
in vitro experimentations to procure maximal affectivity
against OA. These compounds are class-5 chemicals
and possess adequate lethal dose level to be exploited
whereas ADMET studies were also performed to know
more about pharmacokinetics of these compounds.
These compounds have efficient pharmacokinetic and
drug likeness properties with no bioavailability issue
which usually majority of natural compounds face after
administration[46,47].
Further gene expression studies were also conducted to
unravel any other essential pathway in the treatment of
OA. These compounds down regulate the expression
of inflammatory markers and promote the expression
of important genes such as SFRP1, GCLC and FTS
in inhibiting WNT/β-catenin pathway, ER stress and
ROS, and detoxify the effects of iron on chondrocyte’s
tissue[22,25-27].
Cordycepin and geraniol are promising natural
compounds, which efficiently inhibited PI3K AKT and
MAPK by binding to their active site. This provides a
clear indication that these compounds possess affinity
for these proteins and can reverse the OA pathogenesis.
Having efficient toxicity and ADMET properties
combined with appreciable induced gene expression
September-October 2022

Role

Reference
[21]

[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]

activity, we believe that these compounds can prevent
dedifferentiation of chondrocytes and would be able
to regulate the inflammatory and other pathogenic
molecular markers in OA. In vitro experimentation
and animal-based models are currently being explored
to confirm the activity of these compounds. However,
our study provides a preliminary insight that these
compounds hold a promise in the OA therapeutics and
should be further explored as lead compounds in OA.
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